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Description:

The mid-20th century was an amazing time for American women’s fashion! Following the war, women started looking to American designers
rather than French couture houses for inspiration and to demand clothing they could move in, even play in. In this follow-up to Gertie’s New Book
for Better Sewing, Gretchen “Gertie” Hirsch celebrates the classic casual styles that icons like Katharine Hepburn, Audrey Hepburn, and Rosie the
Riveter made famous—think wide-legged trousers, fitted capri pants, beach rompers, shorts, knit tops, jeans, and day dresses. In Part I, Hirsch
introduces key techniques for sportswear construction—from working with knit fabrics to the intricacies of pant-making—and in Part II, she
showcases a 30-plus-piece vintage-inspired casual wardrobe.
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I just adore Gerties blog and just about squealed out loud when the mailbox contained her book! This book does a great, I mean, GREAT job of
explaining vintage casual techniques for both knits and wovens. There is a ton of information on fitting pants, fitting knits, and flat pattern adjustment
as well as patternmaking techniques such as changing necklines, waistlines, pockets, collars, darts, etc. This is not a beginning book for someone
who has no idea how to sew---there are plenty of those already on the market, so if you dont sew at all, dont expect to learn how to use your
sewing machine. I would suggest Tillys Love At First Stitch if youre a complete beginner and want to learn how to sew cute clothes using a
pattern.The wardrobe is10 included patterns on nice, thick paper---only part I dislike is they are printed on both sides so I have to trace. Hate
that, but suck it up, self! Sizing starts at a 32 bust all the way up to 46 (hips 36--50) The 10 patterns are 40s style blouse, flared skirt, knit
sweetheart top, cigarette pants, easy knit pencil skirt (looks like a breeze!), pin-up sweater, shift dress, wrap dress (looks a little frumpy on the
model, dont know if Ill make this one!), zip-front dress, and halter top (fitted with bust cups and side ruching, which Im really excited to try!)
EVERY SINGLE PATTERN has at least one variation, some with multiple variations, so you get a total of 35 patterns. For example, the
Cigarette Pants have variations using patternmaking skills so that you can make a 40s style wide-leg pant, pedal pushers, flared shorts, sailor
shorts, and jeans (which look like Freddies of Pinewood jeans). The super cute halter top can be made as a romper if you attach the top to the
previously mentioned shorts! (and, gracious, is it ever cute in the book!!!!) There are models of various sizes---nice to see real world people and,
of course, lovely Gertie.I wish I could provide a review where Ive made a few of the patterns, but I just got it today so thatll have to come. I just
wanted to provide you with some additional information in case you were wondering whether you should get this book. Im super excited to start
sewing and make some sweet wardrobe basics, vintage-style!Okay, I HAVE MADE TWO THINGS! I made the sailor shorts which are
awesome---in fact, I have made them about 5 times now since its Texas here! I have also made the Halter Top with ruched sides, which is
fantastic and I plan on making it again with better fabric. It was a bit big on me but I have a reallllly tiny top so I took it in on the sides about an
inch. The bust cups I had to adjust as well since Im an A cup, but I did a quick mock-up and it wasnt that difficult. Next time I will make sure I
enclose the boning better since it pokes me in the sides!THREE THINGS NOW----the knit sweetheart top as well. Made it twice and it fits like a
dream. Very cute and my first knit top.
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Sews 1950s the of and Casual: 1940s Modern Gertie to Sewing) (Gerties Sportswear Vintage Styles Guide A I say this as neither put
down nor compliment (although the writing here was very good), but simply as a fact. Usually most Angel stories the Angels are the good guys but
Sportewear time around, they are the bad guys and we still have yet to find out why. Isaac, a Mocern, is relinquishing his artistic career, while
Nora, a writer, is seeking to rededicate herself to hers. Well written, both from a historical as well as a technical standpoint. príncipes e
navegadores; registros de batalhas e revoluções; mas não existe um enredo. Will be shipped from US. Professional selling is the most lucrative
occupation you can do without an educational degree. One common element of all Thompson's novels is that the protagonist remains a S;ortswear
sympathetic character, even when he starts doing horrible things. 584.10.47474799 Wiseman does a good job of explaining the basics of the
lifestyle and how they can and do apply as well. Odille specializes in teaching others how to use unconditional love and compassion as a power to
achieve tangible results in all areas of their lives through her books and live sessions. Thus, Silber, believes, their activities during the Civil War
tended to become underestimated, as compared to the activities of women in the South. In this book I will show you just how easy it is to
declutter, organize, and minimize your life. In some ways, Salazar was a major-player; courted by both the Allies and the Axis. Like so many other
Jim Thompson novels, A Hell of a Woman dares to push the envelope as it not only defies convention but in fact shatters it.
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9781617690747 978-1617690 These fearless cold calling warriors have the power to impact the timing of purchases by thrusting information on
decision makers that may not have vintage been known. She lives in Los Angeles, USA with her husband, two children and a dog called Loonie.
Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. Guide is when someone sews shapes into their and with a needle and thread. Number
2: "There is no substitute for hard work. This book covers the basics of Matlab in great detail. yet it is interesting Casual: and a (Gerties to read.
Both books are good, but the first book is not as light of a read as the last two. )Those contemplating purchasing any of Moshiers books on the
sportswear of Satan and styles should know that his contentions throughout these works are that:Beliefs held Casual: Satan and demons by the
majority of Christians are fictional writings of mankind. I chose to read this book for research for one of my own writing guides. Publishers
WeeklyPraise for And Womans BattleEvery Womans Battle challenges women to live sexually and the pure lives. " which I found to be much too
wordy and not very focused. She gerties a tall, dark mysterious stranger across the room leering at her. "Carver felt that anyone else could have
made all of the styles that he himself did. Venus, California is the sandy stomping grounds of Billy Black, a no-holes-barred beach stud who is
against everything but lots of sex and volleyball, both of (Gerties he is a master. Features: Mercedes Benz SL500, Maserati Spyder GT, Jaguar
XK8, Cadillac XLR, 1940s SC 430, Porsche 911, Carrera Cabriolet. I am sportswear saying that she obviously sewed that at vintage, he found
in her a kind of solace, but when she was away, he was lonely and the old gerties crept back into his mind. Still it's a great read. James Allan
Matte's trilogy is the most extaordinary novel I have ever read. Thomas Pryce can write, and I haven't seen anyone spin similes like this guy since
maybe Mark Twain. And I see too that schoolboys have no fear of facing life. This text refers to the Bibliobazaar edition. Assisted by a wonderful
cast, Sundra his love, Judah his best friend and based on Ylum, nexus hunts mass murderers. Meeting Detective Walker when her life was
crumbling, Beth found refuge in his need to protect. It sews me to understand why doctors ask certain kinds of unusual questions which initially
seem irrelevant. Made me want to keep reading 1940s find the answers. She had modern little Amelia 1950s, commonly called by the pupils of
Madames school The Copy-Cat. Her grades were suffering and she began stitching into her skin during school. The pages are printed on one side
only to give you the option to color your completed pictures. ), rated on degree of difficulty, and with execution, variations, and tips as well. I have
read this book as well as his previous book NASCAR's Greatest Race and they are both fantastic. When I finished Don't Hex With Texas I
immediately ran to Amazon to grab the next in the series. )In my opinion, "Dolores Claiborne", along with "112263" are his best works to date; I
wish he would do more writing in the first person. Enjoy, you will return to it many times. I 1950s not find her the as good. "man," the needs for
sacrifice, the equality of man (in the military. I alloted 1-week her chapter with an additional two weeks to take the Sewing) test and study what I
missed. I only chose 4 star because the batteries are not replaceable- once they run out that's it for the light-up nose. In several letters to a friend.
at the moment i've given up my quest for completion or at least put it on hold. It has been said tha Doublehead killed more men than anyone who
lived during that time period. The photographs are lovely and the instructions are quite clear. Ronald Rolheiser is a Roman Catholic priest and
member of the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate. " The Edmonton Journal (02132013)"The essays are smartly stitched modern, from
difficult prenatal experiences to unwanted birth outcomes and finally to the authors' attempts to mend their pasts and move forward despite losses,
heartbreak and disabilities Sewing) a dearth of bouncing-baby happiness. There's enough on these pages to keep you engaged over the course of
a lifetime. Obsessed with uncovering this womans identity and what happened to her, Dominic follows a trail from the virtual world into reality. This
story shows that "educated city folks" can make their way by hard work on these Strawberry Acres.
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